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How to create a new vision of documenting street style 

To create a new vision of documenting street style Felipa looked at existing methods to 
capture street style. The next step was to look what is good about the way others document 
street style and what not. Regardless of all the online fashion blogs Felipa misses the 
background of street styles. The background is the information of a certain style. Felipa 
thinks author Ted Polhemus is one of the few people that provide information about street 
style in his books. This research led to the creation of Style.Decode.Map. 

Inspiration 

There are two approaches to document style: the creative and commercial approach. For 
the creative approach Felipa examined fashion bloggers, Exactitudes and fashion 
magazines. Felipa looked at (youth) research bureaus and apps to see how commercial 
institutions collect street style and sub cultural information. 

Another part of the inspiration was for the look of the Style.Decode.Map website. Felipa 
visited numerous websites and blogs for graphical inspiration. 

Concept and the product 

Style.Decode.Map (SDM) is an online style platform where street styles are decoded. This 
style platform shows street snaps, infographics, information based on fashion and sub 
cultural theory. And final, Style.Decode.Map shows the elements of the lifestyle of a style 
group. A few examples of lifestyle elements are shops, music and style codes. The lifestyle 
elements are represented in lifestyle icons. With this icons the visitor of the website can 
navigate in the map of a certain style. If the visitor clicks on one of the icons he or she can 
for example read the background of a specific style code. The visitor can see where a group 
likes to shops and where these shops are. Or watch music videos of the music a style group 
listen to. 

Style.Decode.Map have a few steps to create a map of a style group. First SDM collects 
photos of six persons with a similar (street) style. To know more about the style codes SDM 
interviews the photographed youngsters. The subject of the questions is about the outfit the 
person is wearing on the photo. What are the favorite shops, music, magazines, films and 
hangouts? The information of the interviews is the starting point for the map of icons. For 
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the future Style.Decode.map wants that young people submit photos themselves. On 
styledecodemap.com is a wanted page where SDM posts illustrations of wanted styles. If 
the visitor of the website have one of the wanted styles he or she can mail a photo to SDM. 
Why is attractive to submit a photo? Of every style group Style.Decode.Map selects the 
style icon of a group. This style icon gets a place in the Hall of Icons. And his or her tips for 
the lifestyle icons will be highlighted. 

The goal of this concept is to make a clear overview in the ocean of information. The 
difference between SDM and fashion blogs is that it will not be updated on a daily base. 
New styles and content will be added every two weeks. 

The Style.Decode.Map project consists of three products: the website of SDM (offline since 
2018), research report and portfolio. The next product is the research report. The subject of 
this report is how style emerges and how it changes. In this report Felipa reflects on her 
journey to the end result of Style.Decode.Map. The final product of the Style.Decode.Map 
project is the portfolio. In the portfolio Felipa presents a collection of projects she have be 
working on during her study at ArtEZ Fashion Masters. The projects she presents in the 
portfolio shows her ability as Style Decoder. 

Personal reflection 
Many years have passed when I am writing this reflection. Looking back I think I was a bit 
too early with this project. My inspiration for the project came from a frustration that at that 
time (a lot of ) fashion blogs were one-dimensional. Or that in-depth research into youth 
cultures and street style was limited for a large audience to read.  
 
At the moment of writing this reflection (2022) there is a hunger for backstories. There are 
numerous podcasts that take you along into all kind of stories. There Youtube channels 
decided to create visual essays about pop culture, black media and cultural phenomena. In 
fashion too is is a lot more attention to look beyond the surface. For my graduation at 
Fontys I will take some aspects from this project and will implemented them into a digital 
platform that is all about providing information of today’s global pop culture.  
 
Big thanks to my personal graduation tutor Pauline Barendregt. Years later I collected all my 
projects to see what stood out. And the game changer projects that defined me as maker 
and art educator I see a common thread: people who I am frightful for at the once glance, 
are the people who will help me in understanding myself better.  
At the intake in 2010 I thought that she didn’t like me for no bit. That was why I was scared 
when I got stuck in the first month of my graduation year and was sent by the Program 
Director to see Pauline in Amsterdam. I was a little bit hesitated, but there she told me that 
she was so moved by a small booklet I made the year before that she was exactly keeping 
an eye on me. The reason was that she saw that I was making myself small within the group 
to hide myself and my strength. In 2022 I see that it is a pattern of me hiding and being 
scared of people that see my potential: see PDF of https://keshafelipa.com/dat-bepaal-ik-
zelf-wel-do-it-yourself-museum-tour-for-kids/ 
 


